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Abstract�

Certain algebraic properties of familiar �set�theoretic� interval multiplication are
studied diagrammatically� The centred interval multiplication operations �the long
known outward multiplication and the newly proposed inward one� are de�ned and
studied diagrammatically in some detail� especially with respect to inclusion isotonic�
ity�
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� Introduction�

It is well�known that self�validating methods for linear systems demand a con�
sideration of all errors in the coe�cients of the system including round�o� errors�
A possible approach to treat linear systems with error control is to formulate
the system as a linear interval system� that is to consider the system together
with intervals corresponding to the errors in the respective coe�cients of the
system and to make use of interval arithmetic ���	� The latter is an e�cient tool
for the construction of self�validating methods due to the inclusion isotonicity of
interval arithmetic operations� However� the application of interval arithmetic
to a veri
ed solution of linear interval equations is intricate� because interval
arithmetic does not permit a representation by coordinates so that interval op�
erations� respectively interval algebraic problems� cannot be generally reduced
into real problems to be solved separately for each coordinate ���	�
Usually� intervals are used in the endpoints form� where an interval is rep�

resented by its lowest and uppermost values� However� in many practical and
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theoretical situations it is more natural to use the midpoint�radius �or centred
representation ��	���	� ���	� ���	� In the centred representation� we consider the
�nominal� value of an uncertain entity �midpoint or centre of the correspond�
ing interval together with an upper bound of its measurement error �radius
of the interval� Arithmetical operations on intervals are de
ned for both rep�
resentations� allowing to formulate and solve interval equations algebraically
and numerically� Of these operations� multiplication is the most important and
troublesome at the same time� as it is just the formula for it that is responsible
for coupling the coordinates of the interval �endpoints� or midpoint and radius�
Addition is done coordinate�wise in both representations� while division is equiv�
alent to multiplication by a reciprocal� which in turn reduces to multiplication
by a scalar �see Section ���� In subtraction and multiplication by scalars the co�
ordinates are also separated in the centred representation� while in the endpoints
representation the coordinates are generally not separated�
In the centred representation it is quite natural to think of multiplication of

uncertain quantities in terms of 
rst multiplying their nominal values� and then
estimate the maximal error of the result from the errors of the arguments� This
automatically separates the coordinates� but the result is� unfortunately� not
equal to the true �called also �set�theoretic� interval multiplication�the centre
of the true product of intervals is generally not equal to the product of centres
of the multiplicands� One of the operations for which the centre of the product
is equal to the product of the centres is the �centred outward� multiplication of
intervals� proposed for the analysis and solution of linear systems with interval
coe�cients ��	� ���	� ���	� The centred outward interval multiplication uses a
simpler formula and produces an outer enclosure for the set�theoretic interval
product� From a practical point of view� it would thus be useful to have an
analogical approximate multiplication operation that will produce an inner ap�
proximation of the true product� Using such a pair of operations we could solve
the equations approximately and separately for each coordinate and obtain au�
tomatically the estimate of the maximal error of the approximation caused by
the use of these simpli
ed operations�
In the present work we have studied diagrammatically various types of mul�

tiplication of intervals�the standard set�theoretic interval multiplication� the
�centred outward�� or co�multiplication� and the new �centred inward�� or ci�
multiplication which we propose� The latter operation� suggested by the above
considerations� has been properly de
ned with the help of the diagrammatic
approach we use in the paper� Certain important properties of these multi�
plication operations have been studied and compared using the diagrammatic
method� Most of all� we have studied estimation errors �we show that the centred
operations approximate the standard product very tightly for narrow interval ar�
guments� the most common in practical computations and inclusion isotonicity
properties �important for solving many types of interval equations�
Concerning the diagrammatic approach� various simple diagrams appeared in

the literature on interval analysis� but as yet they played no signi
cant role in
the development of the 
eld� They were neither systematically investigated�
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nor more widely applied in interval analysis and its applications� This stays
in marked contrast to the development of complex number theory and analysis
long ago� where the diagrammatic notation based on the complex plane diagram
played an important role in the acceptance of complex numbers as legitimate
mathematical objects and in the development of their theory� Even today� new
capabilities of this notation are being discovered ��	� Therefore� we think that
extending the use of diagrammatic methods to interval analysis might also prove
fruitful and deserves some attention�
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Figure ���� The MR�diagram� interval representation and graphical elements�

� The MR�diagram and its basic uses�

Given u�� u�� � R� u�� � �� the set u � f�u ju� � u�� � �u � u� � u��g is an
interval on the real line Rwith midpoint �centre� u� and radius u��� The set of
all intervals on R is denoted by IR�
In this work we shall make use of the MR�diagram representation of intervals

��	� ��	� see Fig� ���� In a MR�diagram� the interval is represented by a point
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with its centred coordinates� midpoint u� and radius u��� Thus� any interval u is
identi
ed by the pair u � �u��u���� where u�� u�� � R� u�� � �� An interval of the
form u � �u�� �� is called a thin �or point interval� and an interval v � ��� v��� is
called zero�symmetric or just symmetric�
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κ >
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=
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Figure ���� Regions in the MR�diagram with corresponding values of the �
function�

Besides midpoint and radius� one can also easily obtain the endpoints u� u
of the interval u � �u� u	 using the diagonal lines� Fig� ���a� In this way� the
MR�diagram combines conveniently all three common representations of inter�
vals � midpoint�radius� endpoint� and the one�dimensional representation as a
segment of a real line �here on the Om axis�
The main diagonals lb� and ub� constitute a dividing line between intervals

containing zero �they all lie on or above the diagonals and those without zero
�below the diagonals� see Fig� ���b and Fig� ���� The interval axis	 Ou of the
interval u consists of a positive half Ou� going through the interval u� and the
negative half Ou� through the interval �u�
The relative extent function ��u� � u���u� ��	 �also called rexu belongs to

a family of functions of this type� the most popular being the � function ���	�
For the comparison and polar graphs of the functions � and � see ��	� As
shown in Fig� ���� the value of j��u�j is greater than or equal to 
 for intervals
containing �� and less than 
 for intervals without �� Intervals without zero are
positive if � � ��u� � 
� and negative if �
 � ��u� � �� For all zero�symmetric
intervals ��� r�� r � �� lying on the Or axis �including the origin� we assume that
����� r�� is unde
ned� We call the interval v more extended than the interval u
when j��v�j � j��u�j� i�e�� when v lies above the axis Ou of the interval u on
the MR�diagram �and hence� u lies below the axis Ov of v� cf� Fig� ���b� We
also consider symmetric intervals distinct from � to be more extended that all
nonsymmetric ones�

�In older papers and reports ������� this was called a �radial line�� The term �interval axis�
is more appropriate� as will become clear in the sequel�
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Denote by IR� the set of all intervals which do not contain zero as an interior
point� IR� � f�u��u��� � IR ju�� � ju�jg � fu � IR j j��u�j � 
g � f�g�
Inclusion of intervals is expressed in the midpoint�radius form by ���	� ���	�

u � v �� jv� � u�j � v�� � u��� u� v � IR�����

The diagrammatic representation of the above formula� as well as the regions
in the MR�diagram containing intervals included in the interval u� including it�
preceding it� and following it are shown in Fig� ���a� For a given interval relation
	� we denote a coimage of an interval v under this relation as �	v� � fu ju	vg�
e�g� �� v� � fu ju � vg�
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Figure ���� Diagrammatic illustration of interval inclusion �a� and inner and
outer approximation of the interval hull �b�

The interval hull of a bounded set U of intervals �or reals is de
ned asW
U � �inffu ju � Ug� supfu ju � Ug	� For two intervals it constitutes the

join operation 
 of the lattice of intervals generated by the interval inclusion
relation ����� It is constructed in the MR�diagram as an intersection of diago�
nal lines tightly embracing from the above the argument set� see Fig� ���b� As
Fig� ��� thus shows� for any interval u we have u �

W
f�u j �u � ug � u 
 u�

In Fig� ���b a construction is shown� to be used in the sequel� for the two
intervals o and i with the given midpoint o� � i� that constitute tightest outward
and largest inward� respectively� approximations of the hull�

� Interval multiplication�

��� Multiplication by scalars�

Multiplication of an interval u by a scalar �real number m � R is de
ned
by m � u � fm�u j �u � ug � �mu�� jmju���� The interval axis groups all products
of the interval u and all real numbers� symbolically� Ou � R � u� Intervals
lying on the same axis share many common properties� e�g�� they have the same
absolute value of the function � �excluding the interval ��� �	 at the origin� i�e��
j��v�j � j��u�j for all v � Ou n f��� �	g�
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Figure ���� Multiplication by a number �lambda mapping �u�m� � m � u�

To 
nd the product of an interval u and a real number m� it su�ces to map
appropriately the point on the Om axis with the coordinate m onto the interval
axis Ou � The diagrammatic constructions for that are shown in Fig� ���� It
is convenient to de
ne the mapping as a function called here lambda mapping �
�u�m� � m � u� Its inverse allows to 
nd the real number �a point on the Om
axis by which the interval u has been multiplied to obtain the given point on the
axis Ou � Depending on the need� one may use either the mapping lines parallel
to the lines from the points of value �
 and �
 to u and �u� respectively� or
from �
 to �u and from �
 to u� taking into account the equalities ��u�m� �
�u��m� � ��u�m�� see Fig� ����
It is easy to observe inclusion isotonicity of multiplication by real scalars� for

u� v � IR� t � R� t �� �� we have

v � u�� t � v � t � u�����

See Fig� ��� for a diagrammatic demonstration of the property� As the segment
connecting the points u and v is parallel to the segment connecting the points
t � u and t � v� the relation of inclusion between them� which depends on the
direction of that segment� remains unchanged�
It is also important to note that obtaining a reciprocal 
�u of an interval

u �for � �� u reduces to multiplication of u by a scalar� 
�u � 	u� where
	�� � �u��� � �u����� Thus� the reciprocal of u lies on the interval axis Ou � see
��	 for a diagrammatic construction for that�
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Figure ���� Inclusion monotonicity of multiplication by a number�

��� Set�theoretic interval multiplication�

With the above constructions ready� the product of two intervals can be con�
structed according to the formula� see also ��	�

u � v � f�u�v j �u � u� �v � vg �
�
f�v � u j �v � vg � v � u 
 v � u�����

Examples of the construction of the interval product ���� for typical cases are
shown in Figs� ��� and ���� where the thick gray segment�s of the Ou axis
constitute the set f�v � u j �v � vg� The 
rst step consists of drawing an interval
axis of one of the intervals� say u� and then projecting the other interval� here
v �in fact� it su�ces to project its endpoints only onto the axis by lambda
mapping� as explained in Fig� ���� obtaining the points �intervals v �u and v �u�
The interval hull of the resulting segments �thick gray segments� again� taking
their endpoints su�ces gives the product u � v � v � u 
 v � u�
Interval multiplication ���� is expressed by means of midpoint and radius as

follows �the formula was given already by Warmus ���	 and Sunaga ���	�

u � v � �u�v� �minfu��jv�j� ju�jv��� u��v��g � sign�u�v�������

u��jv�j� ju�jv�� � u��v�� �minfu��jv�j� ju�jv��� u��v��g��

For u� v � IR�� the formula ���� obtains a simpler form�

�u��u��� � �v�� v��� �

�
�u�v� � u��v��� jv�ju�� � ju�jv���� if u�v� � ��
�u�v� � u��v��� jv�ju�� � ju�jv���� if u�v� � ��

����

When at least one of the arguments contains zero� and j��u�j � j��v�j� the
formula obtains the form�

�u��u��� � �v�� v��� �

�
�u��jv�j� v����u���jv�j� v����� if v� � ��
��u��jv�j� v����u���jv�j� v����� if v� � ��

����

When j��u�j � j��v�j� ���� is still valid after exchanging u and v�
As it is seen from ���������� interval coordinates in interval equations that

use the standard multiplication of intervals are coupled� It would be nice if the
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Figure ���� Standard interval multiplication� co�multiplication� and ci�multipli�
cation compared �for positive intervals�

coordinates in the formulas were separated� i�e� if either the midpoint� or the
radius of the result contained one type of coordinates only �midpoints or radii�
However� the formulas for standard multiplication do not allow for separation
of coordinates in formulas� both in endpoints and midpoint�radius coordinates
�and in fact in any other pair of coordinates� as was shown by Ratschek ���	�
Since in interval computations we are dealing with approximations anyway�

the idea arises of de
ning approximate multiplication operations that would� at
least partially� lack the above de
ciency �and hopefully lead to simpler formu�
las� while approximating the familiar interval multiplication ���� as closely as
possible and retaining its basic properties�

��� Centred outer interval multiplication�

Consider the so�called centred outer multiplication �co�multiplication� de
ned
as�

u  v � �u�v��u��jv�j� ju�jv�� � u��v��������

It is readily seen that u � v � u  v� Note that the midpoint of ���� is the
product of only themidpoints of the arguments �it causes the interval coordinates
to become decoupled� while the radius formula is simpli
ed as well� in such a way
that the result always contains the product ����� as indicated �by omitting the
minfg component from the radius part of ���� the interval is actually widened�
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A diagrammatic construction for the operation ���� is in order� Let us assume
in the sequel that j��u�j � j��v�j �otherwise� exchange u and v and u�� v� � �
�other cases produce essentially the same constructions� only with some of its
parts mirrored in the Or axis� see ��	� ��	�
Let us start from the case of both u and v without zero� Then the construction

in Fig� ��� is obtained as follows� First� 
nd the point �interval u �v � v �u
v �u
as already described� second� 
nd the middle point �interval w of the thick gray
segment �we obviously have w � v� �u� and third� 
nd the interval o with centre
w� �that is the interval on the vertical line through w� which contains the thick
gray segment �and hence contains the product u�v and has the smallest possible
radius� cf� also Fig� ���b� taking the thick gray segment for U �
The following equations can be easily deduced from Fig� ����

�u � v�� � u�v� � u��v���
�u � v��� � u�v�� � u��v��
w � v� � u � �u�v��u��v���

 � j�u � v�� � w�j � u��v���
� � j�u � v��� � w�� � 
j � u��v� � u��v���

Therefore�

u  v � �u�v��u��v� � u�v�� � u��v��� � �u�v�� �u � v��� � 
� � o�

Similarly� one may trace the construction of the co�product ���� in Fig� ���
for operands containing zero� the detailed analysis of this case is conducted in
the next section�

��� Centred inner interval multiplication�

In Fig� ��� we see that the interval labelled i has the same midpoint as the
interval o� while having the largest radius amongst the intervals included in the
product ����� cf� also Fig� ���b� For positive intervals we thus arrive at the
following formula for a new centred inner multiplication �ci�multiplication�

u � v � �u�v��u��v� � u�v�� � u��v��� � �u�v�� �u � v��� � 
� � i � u � v�����

As can be seen in Fig� ��� and the formulas above� both centres of the co�product
and ci�product are equal to the product of centres of u and v� while radii are
larger or smaller� respectively� from the radius of the standard product u �v by 

�here the product of radii of u and v� In this way� midpoints of these products
depend only on midpoints of the arguments �which allows for the separation
of coordinates� Their radii are then modi
ed by the same amount 
 in order
to assure the inclusion relations u � v � u � v � u  v� As a result� formulas
become simpler than for the standard multiplication ���������� coordinates be�
come decoupled� and the two operations estimate the standard multiplication
from outside and from within�
The construction shows clearly that the centred products can be de
ned uni�

formly as�
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Figure ���� Interval multiplication operations when one �a or both �b operands
contain zero�

Definition ��� �Co� and ci�multiplication�� For intervals u and v	 their
co�product u  v is the narrowest interval containing u �v with midpoint equal to
u�v�	 while their ci�product u�v is the widest interval contained in u �v with the
same midpoint�
More formally� u  v � �u�v��R�u� v��� where R�u� v� is the smallest number

such that u � v � u  v� while u � v � �u�v�� r�u� v��� where r�u� v� is the largest
number such that u � v � u � v�
Let us see how the above carries over to the case with one or both of the

arguments containing zero� When only one of the arguments contains zero� the
construction looks like that in Fig� ���a� Here we have�

�u � v�� � �v � u�� � �v� � v���u� � u�v� � u�v���
�u � v��� � �v � u��� � �v� � v���u�� � u��v� � u��v���
w � v� � u � �u�v��u��v���

 � j�u � v�� �w�j � u�v���
� � j�u � v��� �w�� � 
j � u��v�� � u�v���

Intervals o and i have the same properties as described before for the co�product
and the ci�product� respectively� However� only the co�multiplication formula
���� carries over well to this case� i�e� we have still�

u  v � �u�v��u��v� � u�v�� � u��v��� � �u�v�� �u � v��� � 
� � o�
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whereas the formula ���� for ci�multiplication gives now di�erent result� namely�

�u�v��u��v� � u�v�� � u��v��� � �u�v��w����� � j �� i�

The formula for the interval i compatible with the De
nition ��� now reads�
as can be derived from the above construction�

i � �u�v�� �u � v��� � 
� � �u�v��u��v� � u�v�� � u��v����

In the case of both u and v containing zero� the situation is similar� see
Fig� ���b� The formulas for standard product u � v� the w interval� the radial
shifts 
 and �� and the co�product u  v remain the same as before� However�
the 
rst formula ���� for the ci�product would have to be changed anyway� as
it can produce the negative radius w�� ��� see Fig� ���b �that situation occurs
when 
�j��u�j� 
�j��v�j � 
� As a result� the proper formulas conforming to
the De
nition ��� for both approximate products are�
Proposition ��� �Co� and ci�multiplication�� General formulas for co�

multiplication u  v and ci�multiplication u � v	 valid for all types of interval
arguments are �assuming j��u�j � j��v�j�


u  v � �u�v��u��jv�j� ju�jv�� � u��v��� � �u�v�� �u � v��� � 
��
u � v � �u�v��u��jv�j� jju�jv�� � u��v��j� � �u�v�� �u � v��� � 
��

����

where


�u � v��� �

�
u��jv�j� ju�jv�� for � �� u�
u��jv�j� u��v�� for � � u�

����


 � minfu��� ju�jgv�� �

�
u��v�� for � �� u�
ju�jv�� for � � u�

�����

In the case when j��u�j � j��v�j	 one should only exchange u and v in the above
formulas�it would in�uence only the second formula �for ci�multiplication� in
���� and the case for � � u in ����� and ������ �which would then change to
� � v��

� Over� and underestimation of centred operations�

From a practical point of view it is important to be able to calculate the error
introduced by the centred operations�overestimation of the true product pro�
duced by the co�multiplication operation� and underestimation produced by the
ci�multiplication� The qualitative picture should be clear from the constructions
already discussed �see Figs� ��� and ���� Figure ��� summarizes it more clearly�
when the centre of the product is positive� co�multiplication overestimates the
true product by the value �
 at its lower bound� while ci�multiplication under�
estimates it by the same value �
 at its upper bound� For a negative centre� the
situation is simply mirrored in the Or axis� The midpoint of both products is
uniformly shifted with respect to the standard product u � v by 
 towards zero
�formally� u�v� � �u � v�� � 
 � sign�u�v���
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Figure ���� Over� and underestimation of outer and inner centred multiplication
operations� for middle�negative and middle�positive products�

The value of 
 is given by the formula ����� in Proposition ���� As can be
seen� there are in fact three cases�the two listed explicitly in the proposition and
the third one obtained by exchanging u and v in the case when j��u�j � j��v�j
and � � u �exchanging u and v in the 
rst case leads to the same formulas
due to symmetry� For practice it is more important to calculate the relative
error� with respect to the width of the true product� i�e�� the quantity d �
�
���u � v��� � 
��u � v���� For both u and v without zero� from ���� and �����
we have thus d � u��v����jv�ju�� � ju�jv��� � �u��v���ju�jjv�j���u���ju�j � v���jv�j� �
j��u�jj��v�j��j��u�j � j��v�j�� Using ���� and ����� for the case � � u and
j��u�j � j��v�j� we may derive directly the formula for d for this case as well� In
the remaining third case� when j��u�j � j��v�j� one should only exchange u and
v in the formula obtained above� In summary�

Case �a	
 j��u�j� j��v�j � 
� i�e�� u� v � IR�


 � u��v���

d �
j��u�jj��v�j

j��u�j� j��v�j
� �j��u�j�� � j��v�j������

Case �b	
 j��u�j � 
� j��u�j � j��v�j


 � ju�jv���

d �
j��v�j

j��u�j�
 � j��v�j�
� �j��u�j�
 � j��v�j�������

Case �c	
 j��v�j � 
� j��v�j � j��u�j


 � u��jv�j�

d �
j��u�j

j��v�j�
 � j��u�j�
� �j��v�j�
 � j��u�j�������

As it is seen in the above formulas� the relative error d depends only on the
absolute value of the relative extent function � of u and v� Thus� the error
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κ
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Figure ���� Isoline graph for the relative estimation error d � 
��u � v��� as
function of relative extents j��u�j and j��v�j�

function d can be plotted on a diagram with j��u�j and j��v�j as coordinates
�the so�called jRRj�diagram� a variant of the RR�diagram introduced in ��	�
The isoline plot of d is given in Fig� ���� As can be seen� the maximum error
equals ��� and is obtained for j��u�j � j��v�j � 
� i�e�� for intervals having zero
as one of their endpoints� The error decreases when the arguments become
near to thin intervals �real numbers or to symmetric intervals� When at least
one of the arguments is thin or symmetric� the error vanishes� signifying that
u � v � u  v � u � v in such a case� see Proposition ��� below�

The above can be further illustrated by several numerical examples� provided
in Table ���� The 
rst example takes two intervals starting at zero� The absolute
error 
 equals here half the radius of the true product� thus d � ��� and is
maximal� The second example takes two rather wide intervals� one containing
zero inside and quite near to being symmetric� The error is much smaller�
only 
�� In the third example� the zero�containing argument is replaced with
comparatively narrow positive interval� The product is narrower than in the
previous case� so with the same absolute error 
 the relative error becomes
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Table ���� Numerical examples

u v j��u�j j��v�j u � v u � v u � v � d

��� �� ��� �� � � ��� �� ��� �� ��� �� � ���
	
� �� 	
� �� 	
� ��� 	������ 	
� �� �


��� �� ���� �� ��� � ���� �� ���� �� ���� �� � ���
	�� �� 	��� �� 	����� 	��� �� 	��� �� ��

��� �� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� �� ��� �� � ���
	�� �� 	�� �� 	�� ��� 	
� ��� 	�� �
� �


��
� �� ��
� �� ���
 ���
 ���
�� �

� ���

� �
�� ���

� ��� � ���


	��� ��� 	��� ��� 	��
�� ��
�� 	����� ��
�� 	��
�� ����� �

��
� �� ��� �
� ���
 �
 ���� ���
� ��
� ����� ��
� ����� � �����

	��� ��� 	���� ��� 	������ ��
�� 	���

� ��
�� 	������ ����� 
�
�

greater� Now we take a more practical example of rather narrow intervals� far
more common in actual computations� With relative width of arguments of only
��� the error of the centred operations drops to only 
� �the error would be
only ����� in relation to the midpoint of the product� In the last example�
one of the arguments is exchanged for a comparatively wide interval� very close
to being symmetric� Now the product becomes very wide and the error drops
even more� to only ����� �but as much as �� relatively to the midpoint of the
product�

� Inclusion isotonicity properties�

In this section we study some properties of the multiplication operations that
are related to the practically important inclusion relation�
As it is easily seen in the diagrams �Fig� ��� and Fig� ���� see also ��	� for every

u� v � IRwe have j��u � v�j � j��u�j� i�e�� the product of two intervals is always
more �or at least equally extended than any of the arguments �see Section ��
Moreover� when the more extended argument� say u� contains zero� i�e�� j��u�j �


 and j��u�j � j��v�j� then u � v lies on the interval axis of u� i�e�� is a multiple
of u by some real number �one of the endpoints of v� this is the case of a �sim�
pli
ed multiplication�� see ����� Now this property obviously does not hold for
centred multiplication operations�
Proposition ��� �Thin or symmetric arguments�� The following prop�

erties hold


�� If one of the arguments is thin �i�e�	 lies on the Om axis�	 then u � v �
uv � u�v and the product lies on the interval axis of the second argument�

�� If one of the arguments is symmetric �i�e�	 lies on the Or axis�	 then
u � v � u  v � u � v and the product is also symmetric�
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Figure ���� Inclusion monotonicity and inverse inclusion monotonicity hold for
cases �a� b� c� because interval multiplication de
nes a bijection between the
two gray sets �two triangles or triangle and quadrangle� darker gray marks the
intersection of the sets� in case �d only normal inclusion monotonicity holds
and the mapping ceases to be a bijection�

The above properties are easy to show from the formulas for the multiplica�
tion operations de
ned above� or demonstrated with diagrams �for the second
property� consider especially Fig� ���c and Fig� ���c and d�
The following proposition follows easily from ���� and ���� and is well known�
Proposition ��� �Inclusion monotonicity�� For v� v�� u � IR	

v� � v �� u � v� � u � v�����

See Fig� ���a for the demonstration in the case of positive intervals �u� v � ��
For negative intervals the construction is �fully or in part mirror�re�ected in the
Or axis� For intervals containing zero� Figs� ���b�d demonstrate the property�
The same diagrams demonstrate the inverse inclusion isotonicity of interval

multiplication for proper intervals� that is ���� in the inverse direction�
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Figure ���� Inclusion monotonicity of the co�multiplication holds for all
cases �a� b� c� due to the bijection between the two gray regions �darker gray
marks intersection of the regions� however� the inverse isotonicity does not hold
here �see text� The omitted case of both u and v containing zero is qualitatively
the same as in �c�

Proposition ��� �Inverse inclusion monotonicity�� If v� v�� u � IR	
and either � �� u or j��v�j � j��u�j	 then

u � v� � u � v �� v� � v�����

A diagrammatic demonstration of the above is shown in Fig� ���a for positive
intervals� in Fig� ���b when � � v� and in Fig� ���c when j��v�j � j��u�j � 

�i�e� when both u and v contain zero and v is more extended than u� When
� � u but j��v�j � j��u�j� the property does not necessarily hold� as shown
by the interval v� in Fig� ���d� Note that the formula ���� is not symmetric
with respect to u and v� hence it is not the same whether the interval after the
���� in the formula is more or less extended than the other� Therefore� one
cannot exchange u with v and then Fig� ���b with Fig� ���d in the diagrammatic
argument above� A much complicated algebraic proof of ���� under the more
restrictive condition � �� u is given in ��	�
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Proposition ��	 �Isotonicity of co�multiplication�� For v� v�� u � IR	
we have

v� � v �� v�  u � v  u�����

The property is illustrated in Fig� ��� �compare with Fig� ���� only here in
Fig� ���b we have the case � � u� � �� v� while in Fig� ���c the case � �� u� � � v�
It was also proven algebraically in ��	� Since the gray region above the Ou�
axis in Fig� ���� containing results of co�multiplication of �� v� by u� does not

ll the whole triangle above Ou� included in o � u  v� the inverse isotonicity
�i�e�� the property v�  u � v  u �� v� � v for the co�multiplication does not
hold� It is explicitly shown in Fig� ���a where despite that o� � v  u �where
o� � v�  u we have v� �� v�
A somewhat reverse situation takes place for ci�multiplication� for it inverse

inclusion monotonicity holds� but not the normal one�

λ

′ ′

Figure ���� Inverse inclusion monotonicity of the ci�multiplication holds only
for both u and v in IR� �a� due to the bijection between the two light� and
dark�gray regions� while no kind of isotonicity holds in other cases �see text�
The omitted case of both u and v containing zero and v more extended than u
is qualitatively the same as in �c�
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Proposition ��� �Inverse isotonicity of ci�multiplication�� For
v� v�� u � IR�	 we have

v� � u � v � u �� v� � v�����

The property is illustrated in Fig� ���a �compare with Fig� ���a� The property
does not hold for u or v containing zero�as shown in Fig� ���b�d for all relevant
cases �compare also with previous 
gures� there are regions above the Ou axis
included in i � u � v that do not belong to the set of products of �� v� by u
�compare with Fig� ���� In Fig� ���c� appropriate indices k � fn� s� l� 
g show the
correspondence between products ik at the vertices of the gray region �containing
the results of �� v��u and the intervals vk � v �gray�
lled circles� In Fig� ���d
the labels are omitted for clarity� it is assumed that the correspondence is easy
to infer visually� Most of the ��mapping constructions were also omitted for
clarity�
Moreover� the region above the Ou� axis in Fig� ��� which contains results of

ci�multiplication �� v��u usually includes also a region outside the �� i� triangle
�the outside region being here marked with dark gray� that is� it contains inter�
vals that are not included in i � u�v� Therefore� the normal inclusion isotonicity
�i�e�� the property v� � v �� v� � u � v � u for the ci�multiplication does not
hold in general� as for some v� we have i� � v� � u �� v � u� The only exceptions
occur for thin and symmetric intervals� as follows from Proposition ����
As can be seen from the analysis of conditions in Propositions ������� and ac�

companying discussion� the set of possible combinations of types of intervals u
and v divides into three cases with respect to isotonicity properties� actually the
same three cases as those considered before in Section �� Thus� the inclusion iso�
tonicity properties of set�theoretic and centred interval multiplication operations
can be summarized� for all types of intervals� as in Fig� ����

∈∉ ∈∉ 
| κ | ≤ | κ || κ | > | κ |

⇔ ⇔

⇐
⇒

⇒
⇒

Figure ���� Inclusion isotonicity properties of set�theoretic ��� and centred mul�
tiplication operations� outer � and inner �� for all combination of argument
types �a� b� c� The symbol � indicates normal isotonicity only� � inverse
isotonicity only� and � both kinds�
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� Notes and conclusions�

The centred outer interval multiplication ���� has been proposed in ���	� in�
dependently it has been introduced and practically implemented in ���	� cf� ��	�
Later on ���	 it has been studied with respect to distributivity� As noted in ���	�
the operation ���� is a special case of the complex disc multiplication introduced
in ��	� A software implementation of the co�multiplication is reported in ���	�
The overestimation of co�multiplication was 
rst estimated by the inequality
�u  v�����u � v��� � 
�� in ���	� Inclusion monotonicity and other properties of
the centred outer interval multiplication� especially concerning its usefulness for
solving some classes of interval linear equations� are studied in ��	�
The centred operations have simpler de
ning formulas and allow for separation

of coordinates� thus leading to simpler solutions of interval linear systems� as
was shown in ��	 for co�multiplication applied to certain types of such problems�
The issue deserves a more detailed study and will be a subject of our further
research� At the same time� they approximate the set�theoretic multiplication
fairly tightly� especially for narrow intervals which are the most common in
practical applications�
It is interesting to note that the diagrammatic approach turned out to be

useful in 
nding a suitable de
nition of centred inner interval multiplication�
This approach has been also helpful in 
nding proper conditions and properties
of inclusion isotonicity of set�theoretic and centred multiplication operations�
As an example� a substantial generalization of conditions for inverse inclusion
isotonicity of set�theoretic multiplication has been obtained �Proposition ����
not speaking about a much simpler diagrammatic demonstration of the property
than the complicated algebraic proof in ��	�
The diagrammatical approach has also an evident methodological value� Let

us only point out that it provides a visual explanation why centred outward
multiplication is not inverse isotone� why centred inward multiplication is not
isotone� etc�� not to mention the usefulness of visualization of many important
constructions� such as various types of interval multiplication�
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